
DoorDash and Albertsons Partner for On-
Demand Delivery

Ereka Vetrini and YourUpdate TV conduct nationwide media tour
to discuss DoorDash and Albertsons’ partnership for on-demand
delivery of groceries and essentials.

NEWS RELEASE BY YOURUPDATETV

DoorDash, the nation’s leading last-mile logistics platform and Albertsons, one of the nation’s top

grocers, announced a national partnership to offer on-demand grocery delivery across nearly

2,000 of their banner brand stores nationwide through DoorDash including Albertsons, Safeway,

Vons, Jewel-Osco, Acme and more.

Consumers can now order groceries and essentials on-demand for delivery within an hour through

DoorDash's top-rated marketplace with no time slot, queues or minimum order size required.

Albertsons will offer more than 40,000 grocery items from stores for delivery via DoorDash,

including fresh and prepared food, core grocery, floral and convenience items at select stores.

Whether shopping for a week's worth of groceries, including dairy, eggs, bread, local produce,

fresh meat and seafood, or grabbing a few fresh ingredients for the perfect weeknight meal,

consumers can shop right on the DoorDash app to fulfill all of their grocery needs conveniently,

quickly and affordably.
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All Albertsons stores are also available on DashPass, DoorDash’s membership service that offers

members unlimited $0 delivery fees and reduced service fees from thousands of restaurants,

grocery, and convenience stores nationwide. DashPass members can enjoy these benefits on all

eligible orders of $25 or more from Albertsons.

Download the DoorDash app to your mobile device or visit DoorDash.com to get started.

About YourUpdateTV:

 YourUpdateTV is a social media video portal for organizations to share their content. It includes

separate channels for Health and Wellness, Lifestyle, Media and Entertainment, Money and

Finance, Social Responsibility, Sports and Technology.
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